ABSTRACTS

MATERIALS OF ALLRUSSIAN SCIENCE CONFERENCE
«CULTURE AND HISTORIC PROCESS IN WESTERN SIBERIA
FROM ANCIENT TO XXI CENTURY: SOURCE AND METHODS»

I. PLENARY SESSION

P. 5. Zinoviev V.P. JUBILEE OF THE HISTORY IN TOMSK. Welcoming address and the short history of historic faculty of Tomsk university.
   Historic faculty, Tomsk university.

P. 8. Andryushchenko B.K. HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY AND ETHNOGRAPHY OF SIBERIA SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH LABORATORY IS FORTY YEARS OLD. The article tells about the history of creation and activity of history, archaeology and ethnography of Siberia scientific research laboratory as scientific educational part of the Tomsk State University.
   History, archaeology, ethnography, Siberia.

P. 13. Rykun M.P. THE 50th ANNIVERSARY OF THE TOMSK STATE UNIVERSITY ANTHROPOLOGY ROOM. TSU is a possessor of a unique and large-scale collection which ranks the third after the Moscow State University Museum for Anthropology and the RAS Museum for Anthropology and Ethnography in St. Petersburg. Historical review of the anthropology development as a TSU scientific brunch contributes to the fact that generation succession still exists. Tomsk anthropologic school has been a powerful incentive to the development of independent trends in the anthropologic sphere of other scientific institutions. The preservation and development of Tomsk anthropologic school traditions are the basic tasks of the contemporary anthropologic researches stage in TSU, which are interconnected with interdisciplinarity and mastering the new approaches in the solution of the complex ethnic-genetic problems of the Northern Asia.
   Anthropology, Tomsk university.

P. 20. Aksyanova G.A. THE RESULTS OF RACIAL-GENETIC STUDIES FOR OB-UGRIAN PEOPLE. The article is devoted to the studying of the anthropologic peculiarities of the local khanty and mansi groups of the Western Siberia. Materials examined represent interpopulation relations of ethnic khanty population over the last centuries.
   Anthropology, ob-ugrian people.

II. SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF WESTERN SIBERIA

P. 27. Demtchik E.V. TO THE PROBLEM OF RESEARCH OF MODERN BUSINESS IN ALTAY: PECULIARITIES OF SOURCES OF HISTORICAL-ECONOMIC RESEARCH. The article deals with informational possibilities and peculiarities of basic sources of modern business research. The paper presents a brief analysis of sources in the sphere of legislative acts, implementing regulations, business documentation, periodicals, statistics, polls information and special inquiry.
   Modern business, research

P. 33. Rodionova T.V. G.N. POTANIN’S UNDERSTANDING OF RUSSIAN ECONOMICAL ASSIMILATION OF SIBERIA. The author of this paper provides G.N. Potanin’s study of Siberia, deals with his role in finding the truth and getting the results of inquiry into Russian economical influence in Siberian region.
   G.N. Potanin, Siberia.

P. 37. Sutaygina O.A. ACTS OF COMPLETE CODE OF LAWS OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE AS A SOURCE OF THE HISTORY OF THE SIBERIAN MERCHANT CLASS OF THE 19th CENTURY. The article is dedicated to questions of the commercial and industrial legislation in Russia in the 19th century. The review and the brief characteristic of the most important acts of complete code of laws of Russian empire directly concerning to the Siberian merchant class are given.
   Complete code of laws, Russian empire.
P. 42. Eliseeva O.G. DECEMBRISTS LEGAL DOCUMENTS AS A SOURCE OF LAW STAMPING OF THE RUSSIAN BUSINESS UNDERTAKINGS. This article is considered Decembrist’s legal documents. Decembrist’s suggestions in the field of the development of the Russian business undertakings are analyzed.

Decembrist, source

P. 47. Bojko V.P. GOROHOV’S NOTES AS A SOURCE OF THE HISTORY OF THE SIBERIAN OFFICIALS IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 19th CENTURY (ON THE BASE OF ARCHIVES DOCUMENTS). The article is devoted to the notes of siberian official A.M. Gorohov which were discovered by the author in the section of rare books of Scientific Library of Tomsk State University. Biography and condition of Gorohov’s service and his son F.A. Gorohov (the largest siberian owner of a gold-mine in the middle of the XIX century) were told on the base of the hand-written texts, archives documents and G.S. Batenkov’s letters.

Siberia, official, archives documents.

P. 53. Rumiancev P.P. CULTURE EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF EMPLOYEES OF SIBERIAN GOLDFIELDS IN XIX–XX CENTURIES. The article is devoted of culture life of employees of Siberian goldfields. Author tries to characterize culture events of employees of Siberian goldfields.

Culture life, Siberian goldfields.

P. 57. Ulyanova O.S. TOMSK JEWISH REGISTERS OF BIRTHS AS A SOURCE OF TOMSK JEWS HISTORY IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 19th – AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 20th CENTURIES. The author considers and analyses the information of Tomsk Jewish registers of births from the middle of the 19th to the beginning of 20th centuries in the paper.

Tomsk, Jews, registers of births.

P. 63. Vorobyev N.V. THE MAGAZINE «COOPERATIVE SIBERIA» AS A SOURCE OF HISTORY OF MUNICIPAL AND WORKING CONSUMER’S COOPERATION IN 1924–1928. In the article the materials that were published in the magazine «Cooperative Siberia in 1924–1928» are analyzed. The trade, industrial, public and social activity of municipal and working consumer’s cooperation of the largest region of the country is covered widely in these materials.

Siberia, cooperation, workers.

P. 68. Andreev V.P. PROTEST ACTIVITY OF THE SIBERIAN CITIZENS IN 1920th ACCORDING TO THE OGPU MATERIALS. The documents of operational information from GPU (SPA) testify to mistrust and negative attitude of Siberian people to the Bolshevik regime. But protest activities were considered and restricted.

Protest, OGPU.

P. 74. Voronin D.V. THE INFLUENCE OF RESTRUCTURISATION OF COAL-MINING INDUSTRY ON THE SOCIAL POLITICAL PROCESS IN KUZBASS IN 1990-s. The present paper deals with the influence of restructurisation of coal-mining industry on the social and political process in Kuzbass in 1990-s. The role of foreign influence is emphasized in the article. The features of development of social and political process in Kuzbass in this period are analysed. Different aspects of activity of new forms of organized protest are investigated in the article, namely the committee of rescue: its staff, the authority’s attitude to this committee, the influence of Tuleev’s phenomenon on the protest movement.

Coal-mining industry, political process, Kuzbass.

P. 81. Sarapulova N.G. THE BASIC TENDENCIES OF MARKET MODERNIZATION OF AGRARIAN SPHERE IN THE TYUMEN AREA IN 90th OF XX CENTURY. In clause the basic stages of reforming of agrarian sector of the Tyumen area during with 1990 for 1999 are considered. Is made the brief analysis of the results reached during reform, and as the description of the generated sectors of an agricultural production.

Reform, agrarian sector, Tyumen region.

P. 87. Il’ina V.A. ABOUT FORMS INDUSTRIAL EXPLORATION OF RUSSIAN NORTHERN-EAST IN 1920–1930(ON EXAMPLE OF THE KAMCHATKA’S JOINT STOCK COMPANY). The article focuses on the special forms industrial exploration and development of Russian Northern-East in 1920–1930. One of them was Kamchatka’s Joint Stock Company. During short period – from 1927 till 1939 the Campany had been determined economical and social-cultural life of a huge area, including Kamchatka, Chukotka, the Pacific and Arctic Ocean shore, Bering Islands. These areas, being hardly
explored and undeveloped had turned soon into industrial and agricultural regions, firmly integrated into the economical structure of the USSR.

III. SOCIO- AND ETHICCULTURAL POBLEMS OF WESTERN SIBERIAN

P. 91. Lukina N.V. RECORDS OF OB-UGOR FOLKLORE IN THE ARCHIVES OF TOMSK UNIVERSITIES. Handwritten materials on Khanty and Mansi folklore are kept at Tomsk State University: in the Scientific Library and Siberia Archaeology and Ethnography Museum; and at Tomsk State Pedagogical University: at the Department for Indigenous Languages of Siberia. The most important recordings were made by V.N. Chernetsov, V.M. Kulemzin, N.V. Lukina, L.I. Kalinina.

Khanty, Mansi, folklore.

P. 96. Smokotina L.I. G. POTANIN ABOUT NECESITY THE SUBJECT «HOMELAND» IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS OF RUSSIAN PEOPLE’S SCHOOL AT THE END OF 19-20 CENTURIES. According to G. Potanin, the subject «Homeland» is necessary to build on the didactic principles. He did not doubt that the education of the youth allowed making them real citizens of Russia.

Potanin, Homeland, education.

P. 100. Andreeva K.N. KAI DONNER ABOUT SPIRITUAL CULTURE OF THE SELKUPS In this article it is said about the spiritual culture of the selkups – the aboriginal population of Siberia. In its basis are the diary notes of epy linguist Kai Donner which are called «Bland samojedes in Siberia».

Spiritual culture, selkups, Donner.

P. 106. Cheremisina K.P. THE SINGS OF SACRED AND ORDINARY IN THE RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OF THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLE OF THE NORTHEN ASIA. The article deals with the attempt of systematization of some data about depriving and adding some certain sacred features to a thing in various forms of religious beliefs of the indigenous people of the Northern Asia. The basic sources of the information are published scientific works and field materials of the ethnographers.

Religious beliefs, Ugrian people, Northern Asia.

P. 111. Toroshchina N.V., Chernova I.V. LOCAL HISTORY OF TYM AREA COMMUNITIES (PYL-KARAMO YURTS CASE STADY). This article contains an attempt to restore history of certain communities of Western Siberian taiga zone based on different sources. Various sources have been used: parish register data, clerical registers, household registers, ethnographic expeditions materials, photographic materials. Local history methods are the most promising for this region, because its aboriginal population did not have written language, and external sources missed out many aspects of life, which can be interesting for study of traditional culture of Selkups.

Local history, traditional culture, Selkups.

P. 116. Bardina P.E. MUSEUM AS A CENTRE OF FOLK TRADITIONS. The Museum of young city Seversk accumulated a lot of ethnographic materials and created constant exposition «By the river of time». On the base of this exposition – during the lections, interactive classes and museum celebrations – young people of Seversk study history and traditions of the Russians and Siberian folks.

Museum, traditions, exposition.

P. 121. Bogomaz S.M. THE THING IN TRADITIONAL CULTURE OF THE TURKS PEOPLE OF THE CENTRAL ASIA. The thing in traditional culture of the Turks people of the Central Asia. I am going to use culturological and philosophical works for the research. In the research paper will present the classification of the thing in traditional culture (on material of the Turks of the Central Asia).

Thing, traditional culture, Turks people.

P. 127. Semenova K.A. TOMSK PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IN THE WORKS OF PRE-revolutionary REVOLUTIONARY AUTHORS. This article covers physicians views on the organization of the public health service in Tomsk in the XIXth and at the beginning of the XXth century.

Health service, Tomsk.

REVIEWS

P. 132. Dutchak E.E. «CHILDREN’S READING FOR SOUL AND BRAINS»: WHAT TEXTBOOK ON HISTORY CAN BE AND SHOULD BE.